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   Situated on top of gently undulating chalky hills overlooking beautiful 

countryside with nearby rivers of  Nadder and Wylye  is Wilton School.   

Located in a small quintessential market  town of Wilton, south Wiltshire 

with a history spanning more than 2,000 years.   The school buildings at 

The Hollows date back to the 1930’s  with previous school owners,              

trustees and benefactors 

 

   Focus School acquired the facilities from Wiltshire Council in 2010.            

Over a period of twelve months renovated, upgraded and improved the 

school that had been empty for approximately five years to provide it         

today following merger of Allbrook and Tisbury as Wilton School 
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Office Concepts were awarded the project of upgrading the existing staff room  

to create a unique ‘Professional Hub’ for teachers and staff. 

The project involved minor demolition works to enlarge the overall area, install 

an exposed ventilation system, suspended ceiling, mood lighting,           

complete décor, flooring  of various types, kitchen facilities  
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DEMOLITION & STEELWORKS 

Removal of load bearing walls 

Insertion of beams and lintels 



 

 

 

Fireproofing beams  

Suspended ceiling installation 

Feature wall decoration commences 
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CONSTRUCTION 



The School trustees opted for exposed duct air conditioning system complimented with a 

high level ceiling painted in dark tone to further enhance the ventilation   

The result was outstanding as below shows combined with the assorted suspended lights 
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VENTILATION & DUCTWORK 
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LIGHTING 
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                    LIGHTING 
Six styles of lights were chosen accentuating areas 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Suspended duel mattt louvres with polycarbonate 

retractors for a clean contemporary appearance 

maintaining exceptional performance 

Glossy black hung pendant with transparent                 

prismatic acrylic bottom diffuser 500mm suspended      

at 1570 

Four head multipositions give powerful performance, 

compact dimensions of this stylish luminair   

Stylish extruded wall light energy efficient high        

quality flush etched glass light spill shallow projection 

With discreet suspension wires creating a distinctive 

style statement long life light sources, achieve up to 

LG7 compliance 

Glossy black pendant 320mm suspended at 1000           

with metal ceiling clip 
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KITCHEN 

Oyster and Zebrano two tone creates a clean modern look with stylish design and                                             

strong feature working in perfect harmony to give a stunning kitchen with glass cabinets                                                          

and opaque glass splash back.  Electrical points and spur cutouts  

Instant hot water tap installed for faster traffic flow  
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FLOORING 

Three styles of flooring were laid  

Karndean for the Kitchen/Breakout Area 

Two colour carpet tiles for Hot Desks Area 

Feature tiles for Meeting Area 
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                        FURNITURE 

2-3 seater sofas with no 

arms contract colour 

backs on sleigh base 

Dining tables and 

benches to match 

kitchen worktop 

White lockers with dark 

wood backs matching 

dining tables and work-

top 

White pigeon hole units 

High leg barstools black 

polypropylene with 

chrome legs 

White beam hot desks 

Lime green desk screens 

in white aluminium 

frames 

Electrical, data points 

and cable management 

Mesh back lime green 

chairs on stainless steel 

base white frame 
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